Footprint Sumatra Handbook: The Travel Guide
Footprint's Sumatra Handbook provides comprehensive coverage of this Indonesian island, including popular destinations like Lake Toba, Bukittinggi and the Riau archipelago, as well as lesser visited places off the beaten track. It includes highlights of Sumatra illustrated with colour photography, its new travel-proof paperback format fits easily into a travel bag. The guide has practical advice on everything from haggling to hiking, fascinating background information on every aspect of the island's heritage plus unique colour maps to help plan a visit.
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Customer Reviews
Comprehensive effort - suitable for all budgets. -- The Scotsman

Dear Fellow Traveller Thank you for checking out the Sumatra Handbook. Footprint are an independent British publisher (based in Bath). We specialise in providing travellers with guidebooks that are second to none in terms of accuracy, recency and especially coverage. You will find that most of our guides are simply the most comprehensive available with in-depth information on history, culture and customs as well as practical travel information. Our major titles are updated ANNUALLY to ensure you have the best information to hand. If there are no reviews for this particular title we recommend you check out the reader reviews for the Peru and South American Handbooks which give a good flavour of how useful our guides are. You might like to know that we also publish Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia Handbooks and an extremely useful general guide
to travelling: The Traveller’s Handbook. Finally, whichever guidebook you choose, we would like to wish you an exciting, illuminating and above all enjoyable trip. Best wishes Footprint
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